The novel’s narrator is Christopher John Boone, a boy living with autism, whose parents chose to home-school him. Christopher prefers not to interact with others outside of his home, so he keeps to himself. His parent’s choice to home-school him is because of his love of books and other things he likes, such as the numbers and the rules of set theory.

Christopher’s condition is revealed when his father, a mathematics teacher, decides to write a letter to the local newspaper, mentioning Christopher’s situation and how he was diagnosed with autism.

Christopher’s parents are very concerned about his condition and his future. They are trying to find a way to help him improve his social skills and communication. They are afraid that he may never be able to function normally in society.

Christopher has a great love for books and reading. He enjoys reading about numbers, set theory, and other things he finds interesting. He is especially interested in the number π (pi), which he loves to read about.

Christopher holds the belief that numbers and rules are very important in life, and that they can solve many problems. He believes that everything in life follows a set of rules, and that if you know the rules, you can solve any problem.

Christopher’s condition is described in the book as a set of rules and limitations. For example, he can only interact with people who have the same interests and beliefs as he does. He has a very selective group of friends, and he is not interested in interacting with others who do not share his interests.

Christopher’s parents are very worried about his future and what will happen to him when he grows up. They are trying to find a way to help him improve his social skills and communication, but they are not sure how to do it.

Christopher is described as a very intelligent and curious child, but he also has a very strict set of rules and limitations. He is very interested in numbers and set theory, but he also has a very selective group of friends.

Christopher’s parents are trying to find a way to help him improve his social skills and communication, but they are not sure how to do it. They are very worried about his future and what will happen to him when he grows up.